
DISCOVERY HOMEWORK

Brave People From History
This term in history we are learning about Christopher Columbus and Neil Armstrong. We
are learning why they are famous and ways in which they were brave.

For this homework, you can either focus on these individuals or somebody else you have
found out about.

Due date: Wednesday 14th December (this homework is optional but if your child would like
to do this, it should be bought in on this date and not before please).

Suggested activities:
Find out about somebody from history who you think was brave. Maybe they:

- were the first person to do something or go somewhere (or were the first of their
gender or race to do this)

- stood up for something that they believed in
- took a risk to help others

You could create a poster, draw or paint a picture - whatever you like.

Please remember:
★ Your child MAY choose to do one of the suggested activities or they MAY want to do

something else that links to the topic.
★ It could be some written work, some art or DT, some music - anything goes really, as

long as it links to the theme. It may be something new that they are learning about
their topic or it may help to reinforce something that they have learned in class.

★ This work does NOT go in homework books - these books are for the practice of
basic skills.

★ The topic may have finished by the time the due date comes around - THIS DOES
NOT MATTER - anything that they do at home will help to reinforce skills, develop
their knowledge and hopefully they will enjoy doing it too!

★ The homework may be completed over time -  ie. a little and often approach or your
child may prefer to do something in one or two sittings - either way, it should not be
handed in until the date at the top of this page.


